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Codes of traditional and un‐desecrated landscape:
▫
 
priceless values
▫
 
continuum and catholicity
▫
 
absolute value
▫
 
significant element of development
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Collapse or misbalance
 
of Codes =
lost of pattern
Pattern = 
recognizable time
 
or spatial regularity or the connection
 
between
specific elements
Sustainable tourism =
appropriate course
 
and strategy
 
to keep retrieved
pattern
 
stable
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Bosnia and Herzegovina:
geographical framework
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Bosnia and Herzegovina:
historical overview
 
_ rich vs.
 
complicated past
inhabited
 
since
 
the
 
Neolithic
inhabited by Illyrians
 
since the Bronze Age
Roman Province since year 9.
Slavic onslought from the VI Century
Bosnia as a feudal state from
 
the IX Century
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Bosnia and Herzegovina:
historical overview
 
_ rich vs.
 
complicated past
Bosnian kingdom XIV‐XV Century
Ottoman Period XV Century –
 
1831
Bosnian Authonomy 1831 –
 
1878
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Bosnia and Herzegovina:
historical overview
 
_ rich vs.
 
complicated past
Austro –
 
Hungarian Period 1878–1914
First World War 1914–1918
Second World War 1941‐1945
SFRJ 1945‐1992
Aggression 1992‐1995
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Latest
 
war brought in state of disappearance of certain
patterns
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Degraded
 
and disturbed continuity of place existence and
its pattern
= 
severe problem for environment
“The significance of place lays in the memories associated
with it.“
Rossi (1982.)
=
readable in pattern 
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Process
 
of abatement
 
and final lost
 
of pattern can be 
initiated in two manners:
1.sudden,
 
instant disappearance of pattern
result of crisis situation or catastrophe
permanently disappears or it’s attenuated to its maximum
without
 
possibility in providing resistance
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Process
 
of abatement
 
and final lost
 
of pattern can be 
initiated in two manners:
2.Gradual / uncontrolled abatement of pattern
caused by resources attenuation
caused by unplanned migrations of population 
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